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Crick Crack Club • Soho Storytelling Season No.15
ENTER A WILD HAVEN OF FAIRYTALE, MYTH AND EPIC
Monday 6th January 8pm Love in the Shadows,
by Sally Pomme Clayton
Dust off your heart, dance with the devil, kiss in the dark…
Peppered with tableau images from the tiniest Pollockesque shadow
theatre, Sally Pomme Clayton tells gothic, grown-up fairytales of
love and desire, for all hot hearts. Stories of having and not having,
of longing and loosing, of making mistakes, but living to tell the tale.
Ready yourself for sheer delight and dark enchantment...

Monday 17th February 8pm The Devil’s Purse,
by Dominic Kelly with music by Bridget Marsden and Leif Ottosson
Beguiling, tricksy, highly-strung, and suspiciously helpful – the Little People are waiting in
the shadows, beneath your feet, under the tables, and even in the cracks in the walls –
and they’re waiting to prove just how hard it is to tell that they are
there. On hot summer nights their world is a breath away and on
long winter evenings they have far too much time on their hands...
Dominic Kelly, Bridget Marsden & Leif Ottosson fuse storytelling
performance and music in a wild journey into the cinema of the
imagination. A lost traveller finds himself guided through the
mountain mists; a farmer marries an apparently perfect wife; a drunk
gambles with a purse that is forever full, and an anxious mother
watches her child turn into skin and bone… Come spend some time
in the company of Themselves, the Gentry Below, the Good Folk,
the sylphs, the sprites, the fairies, and a labyrinth of stories.

Mythic cat's cradle, epic origami, torn paper romance, a trip to outer
space and Shakespeare with cucumbers...
Street performers turned storytellers Joerg Baesecke & Hedwig Rost
take to the Soho stage with the one and only ‘smallest stage in
the world’ and an armoury of kitchen utensils, vegetables, paper,
string, bottles of water and Hedwig’s long suffering violin. Defying
categorisation, this German duo perform stories with stuff. Comedic,
surreal and truly enchanting, this is a rarity not to be missed.
Tickets £9 (£7)
Suitable for adults (children 14+)
Box office: 0207 478 0100
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Monday 10th March 8pm
Shakespeare with Cucumbers and other stories,
by Joerg Baesecke & Hedwig Rost

